For Immediate Release

Vienna Smart Spheres – Ambient Symphonic Explorations
Vienna Symphonic Library offers a treasure trove of modern, breathing atmospheres
Vienna, January 9, 2019 – The Vienna Symphonic Library is pleased to announce the release
of Vienna Smart Spheres, a new library product that uses hand-picked, organic samples from
Vienna’s vast archive to create experimental sounds in the categories of basses, leads, pads,
plucks and pulses. Vienna Smart Spheres comes with the company’s customized Vienna
Synchron Player and is currently available at just €95 (reg. €125) through January 31, 2019.

Organic and Acoustic Sound Sources
For Vienna Smart Spheres, the Vienna Symphonic Library team went straight to their vast
treasure trove of orchestral sounds, with all the liveliness and vibrancy that comes from live
performance. While experimenting with the raw samples it became clear that their acoustic
recordings would provide uniquely vibrant sounds with tremendous depth and interest. Using
the possibilities of the included Synchron Player with its powerful integrated FX plug-ins and
routing options, Vienna Smart Spheres offers everything from fearsome dark drones to
heavenly ethereal spheres. The shimmering and impressive collection of sounds will be useful
in any musical environment, from film scores to the more experimental side of electronic music.
Inspiring Presets for New Sonic Adventures
The included Synchron Player offers unprecedented streaming performance and a new level of
sophisticated simplicity. With a broad variety of available presets, users may shape their
individual timbre intuitively and in real-time, e.g., by gradually blending different elements of a
sound or by changing the FX amount. Additionally, the flexible and open structure of the
Synchron Player’s user interface allows for far more detailed editing. The player’s full-fledged
internal multi-channel mixer comes with a slew of integrated effect plug-ins, such as EQ,
compression, saturation, auto gain, an algorithmic reverb and much more.

Vienna Symphonic Library releases Vienna Smart Spheres

Introductory Offer
Vienna Smart Spheres is currently available at €95 (reg. €125) through January 31, 2019.
What’s more, registered users of Vienna Smart Orchestra benefit from a special Crossgrade
Price of €85 (reg. €115). Coinciding with this introductory offer, the price of the existing Vienna
Smart Orchestra has been temporarily lowered from €175 (regular price) to €145.

About the Vienna Symphonic Library
The Vienna Symphonic Library is an innovative, research-driven music software and sample
library developer based in Vienna, Austria. The team continually strives to improve virtual
orchestral music production with a special emphasis on authenticity and ease-of-use.
Vienna Instruments, the company’s multi-award-winning virtual instruments in the formats AU,
VST, and AAX Native, encompass an exhaustive range of solo instruments and ensembles,
from their flagship Symphonic Cube to special instruments such as the Vienna Konzerthaus
Organ, the Vienna Imperial grand piano, saxophones, upright bass, and even distorted guitar.
Acclaimed software products include Vienna Instruments Pro, Vienna Ensemble Pro, Vienna
MIR Pro and Vienna Suite Pro. In 2016, the company launched an entirely new venture:
Synchron Stage Vienna, a unique scoring stage in Austria’s capital that accommodates
orchestras of up 130 musicians, merges proprietary software innovations and revolutionary
approaches with traditional recording technologies and procedures.

More information on Vienna Symphonic Library’s products can be found at www.vsl.co.at.
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